MY SWEET PATOOTIE TECH SHEET

Sandra: Violin/Lead Vocals
- 1 Instrument line
- 1 vocal line
  (Provides own DI and Sure Beta 58)

Terry: Guitar/Lead Vocals
- 2 Instrument lines
- 1 vocal line
  (Provides own DI and Sure Beta 58 and backline)

Paul: Drums/Aux Percussion
- BG Vocals
- 4 Instrument lines
- 1 Vocal line

Please run AC & XLRs from front of Stage

General
- Adequate sound check BEFORE audience arrives
- Private green room
- Visible merch sales area - Sheltered if outdoors
- 6 bottles room temp water on stage

Vocals:
- Terry & Sandra both sing leads
- Please mix back drummer vocal mic
- Vocals crisp and present at all times:
  Lyrics clearly audible
- Typical notch @ 200Hz

Lighting:
- Please avoid extreme spots lighting
- Warm wash

Violin:
- Soloing level equal to lead vocals
- Typical EQ: deep notch @ 3.1kHz

Guitar:
- Warm big tone
- Terry is a fingerstyle player - uses Octave Pedal to accentuate Bass Lines on second channel

Drum Tech Requirements:
- 2 Overhead mics & stands
- 1 - Snare mic & stand
- 1 - Kick DI (Paul has built in Kick mic)

Contact: Terry
In North America
Mobile: 519-379-4495
Email: terry@mysweetpatootie.com

www.mysweetpatootie.com